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Abstract. We introduce SAT(ID) and explain its relation both to SAT
and to ASP. We then describe the SAT(ID) solver MidL. We outline its
design and algorithms, and finally establish its performance by experi-
ment.

1 Introduction

In this paper we describe the SAT(ID) solver MidL [12]. SAT(ID) is the sat-
isfiability problem for propositional logic with inductive definitions (IDs), a se-
mantical extension of propositional logic. In practice, SAT(ID) solving, like SAT
solving, works by model generation. We have two main motivations for building
SAT(ID) solvers:

– A semantical extension of first order logic (FO) with inductive definitions,
FO(ID) or ID-Logic [2], has established itself in recent years as an important
language for various problems in knowledge representation [3, 10]. FO(ID)
can be used in different ways for declarative problem solving. Some of these,
such as Herbrand model generation and model expansion, can be solved
by propositionalization and model generation. Hence SAT(ID) solving is an
important part of building reasoning systems for FO(ID).

– The impressive performance of contemporary SAT solvers, combined with
the observation that propositional logic is a rather poor modelling language,
creates a demand for semantical extensions of SAT that yield a better mod-
elling language but do not harm the computational performances too much.
Inductive definitions is one such extension, which can be of use in many of
SAT’s application areas, e.g. in verification problems.

In Section 2, we more formally introduce SAT(ID), and explain its relation
to SAT as well as to ASP1, its most closely related formalism. We then outline
MidL’s system design in Section 3 and finally report on experiments comparing
MidL to ASP and SAT solvers in Section 4.

1 Answer Set Programming. Though ASP is technically a problem solving paradigm,
we use the term here to denote the problem of finding stable models [6] of normal
logic programs.



2 SAT(ID)

Inductive definitions. We use the semantics of inductive definitions as defined
in [2]. Here we briefly recall these for the propositional case.

A propositional inductive definition is a set of rules of the form P ← ϕ,
where the head P is an atom, and the body ϕ is a propositional formula. The
non-defined atoms of a definition are those that do not occur in the head of a
rule. When an truth assignment IO for these atoms is given, it can be extended to
a unique well-founded model [18]. We define such an extended truth assignment
to be a model of the definition iff it is two-valued.

Relation to SAT. A SAT(ID) theory is a set of propositional formulas and defini-
tions. The SAT(ID) problem is the problem of deciding whether a given SAT(ID)
theory has a model (is satisfiable). A two-valued truth assignment is a model of
a theory if it is a model of each formula and each definition.

Hence definitions form a monotonic extension of propositional logic, i.e.
adding a definition (or a formula) to a theory does not invalidate any conse-
quences. However, non-monotonicity is present within definitions: adding a rule
to a definition may invalidate some of the definition’s consequences.

SAT(ID) is NP-complete: it is contained in NP because well-founded models
can be computed in quadratic time2, and it is NP-hard because any SAT problem
is trivially also a SAT(ID) problem, and SAT itself is NP-complete.

Relation to ASP. When all truth assignments IO of the non-defined atoms of
a definition that satisfy a theory T extend to two-valued well-founded models
of the definition, we call the definition total w.r.t. T . For such definitions, its
stable models extending IO coincide with its well-founded models. All definitions
encountered in practice are total w.r.t. the theories in which they occur.

However, in the stable model semantics, “extending IO” is not considered,
i.e., non-defined atoms are considered false. We briefly recall some intuitions
from [10] as to the correspondences between SAT(ID) and ASP theories: a non-
defined atom P in SAT(ID) corresponds to an atom P in an ASP program
defined by the choice rules “P : −notP ′. P ′ ← : −notP.” An ASP constraint
such as “F : −notF,ϕ.” corresponds to the propositional formula ¬ϕ. The rest
of the ASP rules directly correspond to an ID.

3 System Design

SAT(ID) input. MidL uses a normal form, called MidL normal form (MNF),
which extends CNF with a rule format. In MNF, each atom P occurs at most
once in the head of a rule, and a rule-body is either a disjunction or a conjunction
2 Using this algorithm, it is easy to define an algorithm that finds SAT(ID) models in

polynomial time on a non-deterministic turing machine.



of literals. There is just one definition, and the propositional formulas are in
CNF.3

Algorithms. MidL’s design is based on that of contemporary DPLL-style SAT
solvers. Whereas SAT solvers’ propagation is limited to unit propagation, MidL’s
propagation consists of two phases. The direct propagation phase applies unit
propagation on the clauses as well as on Clark’s completion of the rules. This
phase is similar to Atleast in the ASP solver Smodels [17]; MidL, however, per-
forms this propagation by means of the two watched literal technique [14]. An
indirect propagation phase is needed to implement well-founded semantics: in
this phase, similar to Atmost in Smodels, unfounded sets are recognized [18].

The strategy of MidL for this indirect propagation phase is based on a sub-
graph of the dependency graph, called justification. Indirect propagation consists
of trying to eliminate cycles from the justification, and subsequently falsifying
any atoms for which a cycle could not be avoided. These atoms then form an un-
founded set. For more details and a comparison to the closely related algorithm
published in [1], we refer the reader to [12].

Finally, MidL also applies clause learning [16], using the first UIP learning
scheme. Clause learning yields a lot of speed and robustness to SAT solvers. To
generalize to SAT(ID), the concept of loop formulas [9] is used for atoms that
have been derived by indirect propagations. Loop formulas are not explicitly
added to the theory, but are used in the resolution process for deriving a clause
from a conflict.

Data structures. Apart from the literal database and clause database, also present
in DPLL-style SAT solvers, MidL also has a rule database data structure. The
former two are used for direct propagations, the latter is used for indirect prop-
agations.

The two watched literals used for unit propagation in rules serve a double
purpose: they also encode a justification. Changes in the justification due to unit
propagation preserve certain correctness properties, and also provide information
for where to start the indirect propagation computations.

Usage. MidL is integrated in an FO(ID) model expansion system, called IDP [11],
but can also be used independently. Both are available online [13, 7]. MidL has
several command line options for determining its strategy, including a choice of
parameterized heuristics and restarts. A complete description is provided with
the option --help.

4 Experiments

We compare MidL with different ASP solvers on Hamiltonian Cycle and Hitori
puzzle problems, both of which contain inductive definitions. Also, we compare
3 There is a trivial linear transformation from arbitrary SAT(ID) input to MNF, which

introduces new atoms. The main advantage of this normal form is its simplicity; it
makes it much easier to integrate with SAT.



clasp MidL Cmodels MiniSAT Smodels
1.05 2.28 19.35 163.8 210.6
0.47 0.48 3.92 7.22 > 300
0.48 1.36 2.37 5.77 > 300
0.48 0.67 2.35 6.18 8.63
0.48 0.69 1.96 15.95 > 300
0.79 1.51 5.05 55.15 > 300
1.07 1.37 7.77 > 300 > 300
0.91 3.75 5.59 179.18 > 300
0.87 1.22 8.57 196.12 19.69
1.78 4.65 146.07 # 47.51
2.27 4.26 20.73 # 51.32
1.51 4.02 13.37 # > 300
1.45 3.41 14.40 # > 300

Cmodels clasp MidL Smodels Smodelscc

1.32 6.04 8.15 17.63 51.55
1.00 6.50 7.19 16.26 45.87
0.94 6.53 7.24 16.40 45.98
1.18 7.62 8.66 20.75 68.21
0.90 5.24 5.70 22.36 55.80
1.25 7.97 6.86 18.72 52.78
0.93 0.38 0.61 1.37 1.37
1.56 6.68 12.82 18.43 58.31
0.67 0.37 0.63 1.64 1.25
3.94 9.00 25.14 27.72 78.76
1.20 5.86 7.08 23.03 62.33
1.15 9.64 8.32 22.36 72.89
1.17 6.69 7.55 22.54 75.05

MiniSat Siege clasp MidL Cmodels Smodels Smodelscc

0.54 2.53 3.26 4.68 5.66 24.16 58.29
0.62 2.14 2.18 4.40 8.38 17.44 44.61
0.10 1.65 4.20 2.33 2.90 1.79 2.28
0.23 2.27 1.41 3.61 0.43 8.20 12.74
0.34 0.60 1.02 1.43 1.22 5.16 12.17
0.37 0.85 1.29 2.26 1.79 18.81 70.48
2.26 11.87 14.37 18.54 28.64 124.30 > 300
0.19 0.28 0.58 1.23 0.59 5.36 15.60
0.20 0.54 1.02 3.67 1.30 12.21 8.41

Table 1. Running times (sec.) of Hamiltonian Cycle (left), Hitori (right) and Blocked
N -queens (below) problem instances. First lines show averages.

with some SAT solvers on Blocked N -queens problems, which do not contain any
induction. For fair comparison, we used encodings without aggregate expressions.

We show the experimental results in Table 1. The programs used are: Minisat
2 [4], siege 4 [15], Clasp 1.0.3 [5], Smodels 2.32 [17], Cmodels 3.67 [8], Smodelscc

1.08 [19], and MidL 2.1.1. MidL was run using the VMTF heuristic with pa-
rameter (8), and restarting every 100 × 1.5k conflicts, with k the number of
restarts so far; for other systems we used the default settings. All experiments
run on a P4 2.8GHz with 1GB memory. Problem instances are derived from the
benchmark website “Asparagus”. Full results and all encodings are obtainable
on MidL’s website, [13].

Concerning the problems with inductive definitions, Cmodels’ statistics reveal
that the Hitori puzzles contain hardly any cycles, while the Hamiltonian cycle
puzzles contain many. The results suggest three conclusions:

– SAT solvers still outperform both MidL and ASP solvers, as shown by the
Blocked N -queens experiments. Also Cmodels’ performance on the Hitori
puzzles suggests that there the full efficiency of its underlying SAT solver
comes to work.

– “Pure” ASP solvers and MidL are at an advantage when there are many
cycles, as shown by the Hamiltonian cycle experiments.

– MidL is comparable with Clasp, the best “pure” ASP solver.
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